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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Strategy and an innovative mentality are vital to the sustainability and performance of today’s businesses. The world is moving very fast and businesses that do not act adequately cannot survive, and it is true for both established international firms and for smaller companies with the intent to grow.
Whenever a business organization is settled, it employs a particular business model, which defines the framework by which the enterprise delivers value to customers, induces customers to pay for that value, and converts those payments into profits.

Today more than ever, without a right-developed business model, innovators will fail to adequately either deliver or capture value from their innovations. It is particularly evident in today’s Internet companies, which must conceive novel revenue streams methods for many services that nowadays customers expect to be free. This means that a tight correlation between innovation and strategy is crucial.

Nowadays, corporations must develop the right business strategies around their innovations in order transform them into tools to achieve success and a sustainable competitive advantage. Successful value creation through innovation requires organizations to search for unexploited markets, consumer insights or new business platforms. For this kind of activities, innovation is simply not enough. That is why strategy and innovation should be combined together in a virtuous connection in order to lead organizations to achieve growth, profitability and sustainability.

The topic of this work is to give a tangible example of the strong relationship between strategy and innovation and to show the “disruptive” impact that could generate from it.

The study presents the specific case of the mobile phone industry and the profound revolution that occurred after the introduction of the first iPhone in the market. It demonstrates that the iPhone introduced a new concept of “smartphone” that, since the product launch in 2007, became the benchmark for the whole industry from that moment on.

Leveraging on this fantastic product, Apple was able to build, with the introduction of the App store in 2008, an innovative strategy that, based on the creation of a new self-reinforcing ecosystem, reshaped the paradigms of the industry.
In 2006, 64 million smartphones\(^1\) were sold around the world. In 2013, more than 1 billion “new generation smartphones” have been sold surpassing sales of feature phones\(^2\).

Apple’s innovations have radically transformed the way people use or even consider mobile phones and smartphones. From low-functioning devices, they became companions that many people feel they cannot live without.

The release of the App Store in 2008, gave birth to what today is called the “App Economy”, a dynamic and expanding sector that had a tremendous economic impact in the whole world economy. Mobile devices, apps and wireless connectivity are driving the current wave of innovation in ICT (Information and Communications Technology) and are fostering productivity, growth and jobs.

This work presents the iPhone case as the master evidence that, today, conceiving innovative technologies and products is not enough anymore. What determines success today is how effective you are in building a powerful ecosystem around a key innovation and in controlling the bottlenecks of this ecosystem architecture.

The first chapter provides an overall picture of the mobile phone industry illustrating how it was structured until the introduction of the first iPhone and how it changed after it.

The work starts describing the smartphone’s history, presenting it as the natural evolution of mobile phones and PDAs.

Apple, with its iPhone, completely reshaped the smartphone category, where mobile telephony, the internet and personal computing merged, substantially for the first time, into a single device. This new situation forced different industries, with their different industry architectures and their different players, to converge.

The first chapter shows that all the previous main players of the industry (such as Nokia, Motorola, BlackBerry) have been completely downsized and practically blew up by a new way of entrants (Apple, Google, Microsoft) with different competences and historical backgrounds.

\(^1\) Source: www.canalys.com (Canalys - Press Release, 2007)
The current smartphone industry scenario is analyzed in depth, first describing the smartphone penetration within the mobile phone industry since 2006 and then the actual smartphone industry structure, which can be essentially divided into operating system and device makers. According to this distinction, the current main players in both these two sectors of the “new smartphone industry” are presented.

At the end of the first chapter it is illustrated the evolution of the mobile platforms and it is showed how the mobile application platform introduced by Apple with its App Store in 2008, gave birth to the App Economy.

The App Economy had a tremendous impact that can be measured in a number of ways, such as number of jobs created, contribution to GDP, efficiency gains through the use of mobile apps, etc. Nevertheless, the App Economy had also a profound impact in the way people use mobile phones. All of this is contributing to the disruption of traditional business models in many sectors, increasing competition and paving the way for new market entrants.

The iPhone was unquestionably an innovative product, but could it be labeled as “disruptive”, according to the innovation theories of the Harvard Professor Clayton Christensen? In order to answer this question, the second chapter firstly describes Christensen’s theories on disruptive innovations stated in its famous book “The Innovator’s Dilemma”.

Christensen clearly states, “The technological changes that damage established companies are usually not radically new or difficult from a technological point of view. They do, however, have two important characteristics: First, they typically present a different package of performance attributes – ones that, at least at the outset, are not valued by existing customers. Second, the performance attributes that existing customers do value improve at a such rapid rate that the new technology can later invade those of the established market”.³

My work illustrates the innovations the iPhone brought into the mobile industry and it demonstrates that the iPhone perfectly complies with those main characteristics defined by Christensen. Apple, in fact, decided not to innovate on

those “performance trajectories” on which its competitors were focused at that time.

Thanks to a feature-by-feature comparison, it is highlighted that the iPhone lacked many of the features considered most important for smartphones and thus Apple was not “building a better phone” according to the parameters of that time. The iPhone, instead, presented a completely different package of performance attributes deriving from the company’s focus on what is called “usability trajectory”, which encompassed the creation of the hardware, software and the architecture of the App Store.

It is illustrated the multi-touch history, evidencing that, even if the multi-touch technology could be dated back to 1982, Apple in 2007 was able to patent several important “usability innovations” that continue to be crucial for the current company’s success.

It is also underlined that the “usability trajectory” has been strictly followed by Apple also for the creation of iOS, the operating system of the iPhone. For the first time, in fact, a “mobile phone” was able to offer real desktop applications and enjoyable services. The other companies of the industry were not able to provide similar services because their applications were not sufficiently “usable”.

Finally, “usability” was also the crucial performance attribute upon which Apple created its App Store. Downloading third party apps in a smartphone, in fact, was not a novel thing at all. Nonetheless, Apple was able to create a system for developing, searching and downloading apps so astonishingly “usable” that let people feel as it was a brand new concept. It was the birth of a new business model and the birth of the App Ecosystem.

Summing up, the second chapter demonstrates that Apple, following the “usability trajectory” for the creation of the hardware, the operating system and the App Store, gave birth to the iPhone, a disruptive innovation able to narrow the boundaries between product innovation and strategy innovation.

The birth of the iPhone was able to reshape the paradigms of an entire industry, creating new standards for hardware design, software capabilities and business models.
According to Argyres, Bigelow and Nickerson’s theories, the second chapter also demonstrates that the iPhone became the “conpositio desiderata” of the smartphone industry, able to create new standards for hardware design, software capabilities and business models. The iPhone’s “usability innovations” in fact, perfectly met the principal “latent” need of the smartphone and non-smartphone users at that time: the true usability of all the features of a smartphone. Smartphones, in fact, were already in the market before 2007, but people did not recognize the potentials of the product until the iPhone opened up their eyes. As Steve Jobs stated in an interview in 1985\(^4\), “A lot of times, people don't know what they want until you show it to them.”

In the **third chapter**, the study focuses on the Apple’s ability to leverage on an innovative product to build an innovative strategy. With the introduction of the first master example of an *application platform* in the mobile scenario, Apple introduced a system where not only users interact with other users, or developers with other developers, but where the strongest interaction occurs between users and developers, two players that barely got in touch in the former mobile platforms. The central point of this kind of platform is that it creates a new ecosystem of consumers, enterprises, developers and businesses investing in or supporting the ecosystem. The main driver of this new ecosystem is, indeed, the users-developers interaction. This relation creates the strong network effects necessary for the success of the platform. From the end-user perspective, each new application adds value to the platform and, from the application developer perspective, each new user adds value to the platform. When the number of developers, apps and users reach a critical mass, a virtuous cycle begins, letting the platform start to grow exponentially.

The study shows how Apple, perfectly following, consciously or unconsciously, strategy and innovation literature on platforms and industry architectures, has been able to introduce in the industry a new business model paradigm that led the company to its current success. The attention is stressed on the App Store,

depicted as the bridge that Apple created to connect its innovative product to its innovative strategy.

The birth of the App Store is the crucial momentum in which Apple created the other fundamental part of its disruptive innovation: the new business model that marked the birth of the Application Ecosystem. This is absolutely in line with the concept that pushed Raynor and Christensen to replace the term *disruptive technology* with *disruptive innovation* in their work “The Innovator’s Solution”\(^5\). They recognized that few technologies are intrinsically disruptive or sustaining in character while, indeed, it is the *business model* that the technology enables that creates the disruptive impact.

The third chapter demonstrates, following the framework drawn by Michael Seminer in 2009\(^6\), that Apple introduced a *“platform-based open innovation business model”*, able to link the gap between outside value creation and value capture. This new business model is based on building an ecosystem of interdependent actors and controlling the bottlenecks of the new architecture. It enabled Apple to reach what Professor Michael G. Jacobides calls *“architectural advantage”*,\(^7\) which is *“the ability to control an industry without even owning it”*. Apple introduced, in the mobile phone industry, a new way of thinking about competition: firms do not only compete in a sector anymore, they compete to shape the structure of the sector.

At the end of the third chapter, the iPhone case is also depicted as a master example of *“how to build a platform leadership”*. In the studies of Cusumano and Gawer\(^8\)\(^9\), the two authors present four levers that a platform should accurately manage in order to become a platform leader. Apple, again, demonstrates to have followed the authors’ advices in an extremely concrete and practical manner.


In the fourth chapter, the study illustrates that IOS was so successful in setting a benchmark that all the new platforms that came after the original iPhone attempted to copy Apple’s application platform recipe. Some of them succeeded, others not.

According to Argyres, Bigelow and Nickerson, when a “conpositio desiderata” shakes an industry, a “follower’s dilemma” arises for the other competitors. Following this theory, the work illustrates the different strategic reactions pursued by the different industry players and the related results.

The competitors’ analysis could be examined in two parts. The first part shows the strategic reasons that pushed Google and Windows to enter the smartphone industry and the different strategic approaches that they pursued. The second part analyzes the reaction of the incumbents, putting particular attention on BlackBerry in quality of integrated firm (both OS and device maker), and giving an overall picture of two device makers’ reactions, Samsung and Nokia.

The picture that comes out from the analysis is that the different strategies and business models used by the industry players reflect their diverse historical core competencies and backgrounds. Google and Windows entered the market leveraging on their know-how coming from the PC and the internet world. BlackBerry and Nokia struggled to switch from its previous mobile phone and PDA experiences, no longer sufficient to keep them competitive in the new scenario. The handset maker Samsung built its “fast follower” strategy upon a powerful and unique organizational structure.

The last part of the fourth chapter gives a look on the possible near future of the mobile market, which is presumed to continue to evolve in the coming years. Both the platform landscape and the handset market are going to become more complex in the close future, as a result of smartphone and tablet hardware commoditization and market dynamics evolution. Emerging countries, with their diverse customer needs and different country structures are becoming the next crucial mobile battlefields, which could lead to new outcomes in the industry and to major changes of the global competition landscape.
The ultimate evidence that arises from this work is that today’s entrepreneurs should completely fuse strategy and innovative mentality to create a truly “disruptive” innovative product.

There must be innovation in strategy, as well as strategy in innovation. The specific case of the “platform-based open innovation business model” that Apple introduced in the smartphone industry, demonstrates that today more than ever companies cannot rely entirely on their own research to create and deliver value for costumers. Those developments require firms to allow a more fluid interaction between external and internal innovations activities letting ideas, people and resources flow in, around and out the organization. In line with this, business models need to be re-evaluated, reconsidering not only the way to address customer needs, but also new ways to capture value from new products and services.

In this new business context, a company should “insights on the advantages of modular design, the importance of architectural innovation, and the need to exercise a form of control over complementary products, services and components, while reaping the benefits from a strategy aimed at fostering network effects” 10.

Successful companies have understood that the greatest part of value redistribution in today’s economy comes from re-defining sectors and find innovative business models that change the way the value is created and captured. Corporations cannot rely on the creative genius of a solitary inventor anymore. Today, innovation requires new ways of managing and orchestrating the value that a company creates: it is a new way of thinking about strategy.
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